
How Do Midsize Firms Define a
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The 22 midsize �rms (those between 50 and 200 lawyers) in this year’s Am Law
200 combined to average 4.4% revenue growth in 2018.
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The Am Law 100 collectively grew revenue by more than 8% in 2018, but not every �rm in the

country can bank on such lofty returns.

For midsize �rms, revenue growth has been more modest in recent years, though a strong

economy has helped keep it consistent. As they prepare to turn their attention to 2020 and

seek to de�ne the parameters of a good year of growth, many midsize �rms are aiming for
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something more like a 5% improvement, according to interviews with law �rm leaders and

industry analysts.

“Demand growth has been �at to maybe 1% or 2%, depending on what you read,” said Paul

Hughes, managing partner of New Haven, Connecticut-based Wiggin and Dana

(https://www.wiggin.com), which has nearly 150 lawyers in eight o�ces. “So to do 4% or 5%

(revenue growth) in the face of those headwinds is tough.”

The 22 midsize �rms (those between 50 and 200 lawyers) in this year’s Am Law 200 combined

to average 4.4% revenue growth in 2018, paced by Munger, Tolles & Olson’s 16.5% jump.

The year before, midsize �rms on the list averaged 5.7% growth.

Citi Private Bank’s Law Firm Group (https://www.citigold.privateclient.citibank.com/home/law-

�rm-group.html), meanwhile, reported average revenue growth of 5.3% in 2018 for a sample

of 59 midsize �rms, 12 of which were in the Am Law 200. That same group reported 1.7%

growth the year before, Citi said.

Ronald Shechtman, managing partner of 165-lawyer Pryor Cashman

(https://www.pryorcashman.com/), said he would be pleased to see “something north of 5%

in revenue growth” and to have most or all of it translate into increased pro�ts.

Bob Baradaran, managing partner of Greenberg Glusker

(https://www.greenbergglusker.com/), a single-o�ce �rm with roughly 100 lawyers in Los

Angeles, said that in his six years leading the �rm, the strong post-recession economy has

helped it land right near its year-over-year revenue growth targets. He said there are four

main levers a �rm can pull in aiming to achieve revenue growth: rate increases, lateral

recruiting, cross-marketing clients and the business development of existing attorneys.

“It depends, in a given year, which ones you’re more active or successful in �rmwide,” he said.

Rate increases have been “the primary driver of revenue growth” for a long time, Gretta

Rusanow, head of advisory services for Citi’s Law Firm Group, said. For those seeking to

increase rates, corporate resistance is an important consideration. Clients have been

demanding rate discounts since the recession, and large companies—which now operate

with procurement teams, matter-management systems, e-billing and more—are putting even

more pricing pressure on their law �rms as they seek to trim costs, Rusanow said. That

doesn’t prevent midsize �rms from using rate increases to raise revenue, but it does make it

more challenging.
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“For a smaller �rm, if their position in the market is around having a softer rate structure, the

question is: How much are clients going to tolerate a rate increase?” Rusanow said.

Limited demand growth has been perhaps the leading cause of drag on law �rms’ revenue

growth. And, as Rusanow noted, revenue growth has been “modest at best” of late. That’s

contributed to an industry-wide dip so far this year, from revenue growth of more than 6% in

2018 to something closer to 4% in 2019, according to Citi.

Hughes said Wiggin and Dana has targeted 4% to 5% revenue growth in each of the past

three years, and hit its target each year. But operating with a value-driven model can make

growth a challenge.

He estimated that most �rms that land in the 5% range of revenue growth are accomplishing

about half of that improvement by increasing productivity. Coupled with 2% or 3% rate

increases—“clients have seen the need to pay for quality, and we’re not talking about

extreme rate increases,” he said—a �rm can maintain year-over-year success.

Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt (https://www.schwabe.com/) established a strategic plan in

2015 that aimed for annual 4.3% revenue growth, managing partner Graciela Gomez Cowger

said. The �rm ended up nearly doubling that mark in the �rst year and adjusting its plans

accordingly, and is now on track to reach its 2022 goal years early. She said most of the �rm’s

peers have been able to maintain a positive, if relatively modest, trajectory.

Rate increases spur along that growth, and Schwabe hasn’t had much pushback on them

—“clients only complain about hourly rates in the absence of value,” Cowger said.

For his part, Jay Benegal, a legal industry specialist at Citizens Bank

(https://www.citizensbank.com/commercial/professional-services.aspx), is seeing �rms turn

in numbers even higher than the 5% target o�ered up by many industry observers, at least

through the �rst half of 2019.

“The �ipside is that we’re seeing margin compression,” he said, driven by �rms’ investment in

talent, space and upgrades to accounting systems, and other tools to help them compete.

Since the recession, Benegal said, �rms have been less reliant on funding their operations

with bank debt, instead doing so by dipping into their cash �ow. As a result, he said, “it’s

incumbent on �rms to be out there super early to collect fees” in order to meet revenue

targets.
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Baradaran said Greenberg Glusker makes a “concerted e�ort” to watch its collection cycle,

which has actually been shortening over the past �ve years.

Greenberg Glusker’s experience may run counter to an industry trend, though. Rusanow said

Citi has documented a lengthening collection cycle of late, adding another headwind to

midsize �rms’ quest to maintain growth.

“The longer it takes for �rms to collect, the harder it becomes to collect,” she said.

The client-driven slowdown in bill payment presents an opportunity for �rms to reassess

their collections process and �nd ways to speed clients toward more prompt (and full)

payment, she said.

As Wiggin and Dana prepares its 2020 budget, with the possibility of a recession looming,

Hughes said the �rm is actually planning to grow at a rate similar to or higher than what it’s

seen in recent years.

“What we’re looking at is increased focus on some of our practices that are countercyclical,

on the one hand, and some practices where there continues to be growth regardless of a

recession,” he said. “So, for example, we’re doubling down on health care. We’re focused very

heavily on our life sciences practice.”

Benegal said that although �rms’ ability to raise rates was “bruised” by the �nancial crisis,

he’s seeing revenue increases in the 4% to 5% range from some midsize �rms.

As for the coming year, Benegal said he’s talked with �rms that are budgeting for 6% or 7%

revenue growth in 2020, even with questions about the health of the economy.

“Firms do have in the back of their minds that a recession is lurking around the corner,” he

said, “but they’re still trying to be aggressive on the budgeting side to set a stretch goal to

aspire to.”
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